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  c. 21 BBY,[2] Lola Sayu[3] Order of the Jedi[5] Galactic Republic[5] What we do, we do not do for gratitude, Adi Gallia. We do this in accordance with the principals of [sic] Force ... and for the peace of the Republic! Even Piell[src] Even Piell was a longtime master of Lannic Jedi, who served on the High Council of the Jedi during the
waning days of the Galactic Republic. A native of the war-torn planet Lannik, he was taken out of poverty and trained as a Jedi knight at a young age, proving to be a fierce warrior and a talented Power user. He became a Master and gained a long-term seat on the Jedi Council, serving on the Council during the Stark hyperspace, the
Yinchorri uprising and the Eriad trade summit. Peel also occasionally served in the Prince's Palace of the Guard of his kind and thwarted an assassination attempt on the prince—at the price of one of his eyes. At 32 BBY, Piell was part of a Jedi team sent to Malastarte for peace talks between the new Prince Lannic, R'cardo Sooflie IX and
the Red Iaro revolutionaries who wanted the fighting to cease. The talks proved in vain, and several of Sofly's bodyguards—one of whom Peel once served together—tried to kill the Jedi to win the support of the Red Iaro. Piell managed to thwart the attempt and later helped save Soofley from an assassination attempt on his life by the rest
of the Red Iaro members. During Piella's permanent service on the Council, Corellan Jake Pavan became his Padawan teacher. When clone wars broke out at Geonosis, Peel was there to fight a growing confederation of independent systems, and he served in many other battles during the war. At one point, Peel and his Republican Navy
captain Wilhuff Tarkin were captured by the Confederacy for their discovery of the Nexus Route hyperlane. Although they and their clones escaped from imprisonment in the Citadel, Piell was fatally wounded by an annub. Before passing on, Piell sent his half of the Nexus Route exploration to the Jedi Council through The Jedi of Padawan
Akhsoak Tano. Pill was laid to rest on Lola Say, where his victim could be remembered. Biography[edit the source] Early life[edit the source] When I took the Oath of the Jedi, I promised my hands to the laws of the Republic and my mind to the ways of the Force. But my heart will someday belong to my home world. ―Even Piell[src] A
male Lannik, Even Piell was born into an impoverished family in the war-torn lannik world during the waning days of the Galactic Republic. Like most of his generation, he was live a life of deprivation and misery on a planet where continuous conflict was commonplace. However, Piell was found strong in The Force as an infant and was
taken from his native world by the Jedi to be trained at the Jedi Temple on Coruscont. Peel showed ability to the easy side of the Force and proved to be a capable lord of the lightsaber. [6] Lannik Jedi installed his own lightsaber and often used it in his duties as a Guardian Jedi. [8] He earned a reputation as a fierce and foolish warrior
who never departed from battle,[9] eventually becoming a revered Jedi knight. [6] After becoming a master before the war in Stark's hyperspace,[10] he gained a long-term seat on the High Council of Jedi alongside the likes of masters Iodine and Mace Vindu. [10] He was also a scientist for the First Knowledge Council. [6] The Jedi are
initiating how Telloti Cillmam'n remembered Piell for his accounts of the Jedi Order's clash with Sif a century earlier. [12] Jedi Master[editing code] I could erase this wound in bacta tank, Zug. Or my eye was replaced with a prosthetic. I didn't. I held these scars to remind me: of the eight who fought in the throne room that day, six died. The
room was quite big and comfortable. Another ran. ―Even Piell, to Myk'Chur Finux Zug[src] Sometime during the Republic Classic era, Peel became one of the few Jedi to return to his planet of origin after a knighthood. He served in the Royal Lannik Palace Guard with fellow Lannik Khutar Zash, defending two generations of Lannick
princes; although Jedi and fiercely loyal to the Republic, he never forgot his roots and served faithfully and diligently. Lannika's government was embroiled in a costly war with a group of terrorists known as red Iaro who were opposed to Lannic's traditional ways and wanted to rule the planet in their own, extremist way. Negotiations
between the two groups, behind the mediocre of high-profile Correlated diplomats, proved in vain, and in a desperate, suicidal attempt to entrench seven members of the Red Iro in the war, led by General Myk'chur Finux Zug stormed into a meeting between diplomats and Prince Lannik at Lannik High Court, holding them hostage. [13]
Peel bounced back from the revolutionaries, killing six of them, and saving the lives of Lannic royalty and Correel diplomats. However, Zug was able to flee and continue his insurgency. During the fighting, Peel lost his left eye and suffered many severe wounds that scared off his entire face. However, he refused to take bakta therapy or
prosthetics of the lost anthrax; his scar represented honor, bravery and reminded him of his prevailing anti-immoral, despite the incredible odds. [8] He wore it as a sign of pride,[1] and he never forgot his efforts in keeping the peace on However, Red Iro continued its insurgency under the command of Zug; [14] The bounty, later adopted
by bounty hunter Aldar Bedo, was put on Piell and his fellow Council members by the heads of The Chosen One, the leader of a cult that hoped to increase terrorist activity on Lannic. [15] Piell, during the Council meeting, the daughter of Correl diplomats, Adi Gallia, was a Jedi herself, and she forever felt indebted to Piell for his actions in
saving her parents. Even after she joined him at the Jedi Council, Gaglia was looking for a way to retaliate against him, although Peel rejected his suggestions, insisting it was all part of his duty. [14] Piell served on the Council during many conflicts, such as the Stark Hyperspace War,[10] as one of the senior and strongest members of the
Council. [16] He was more outspoken that most of his peers, and he characterized him as somewhat radical—and always direct—ideas and decisions. [17] During the Yinchory uprising at 33 BBY, when many members of the Council were investigating the Yinchory system, the temple was infiltrated by a group of Yinchory warriors in a
bold attempt to kill the Jedi. [18] Including his lightsaber, Piell, as well as numerous other Jedi, were able to repel Yinchory with minimal casualties, although the Council was deeply worried—it was evident that some unknown entity had led Yinchorri into such a senseless attack. [19] The mission to the Yinchorr system, carried out by Mace
Vindu and a team of other Jedi, was successful, though not without its victims; Pyell attended the triple funeral of Council member Micah Hyett, as well as Jedi Lilit Twoseas and Theen Fida. [20] Pill was on the Council during a trade summit in Eriad in the same year. A Jedi team led by master Qui-Gon Jinnah was ambushed during a
mission to Asmer at the same time as the summit and lost touch with Corussan; The terror organization Nebula Front said it had taken a number of hostages on Asmera and demanded the trade summit be cancelled. Pjell advocated ending the nebula's frontline by force, but many of his fellow Council members wished for a more subtle
approach. Lannick also advised offering homes to the Senex sector - a self---contracted domain that existed separately from the Republic and controlled asmer---good in exchange for their joint work; Peel believed that allowing them free trade with the Republic—something they were refused because of their slave breeding—for helping to
humiliate the nebula's frontline to account was the best course of action. In the end, Supreme Chancellor FinisValoum was able to end the crisis, though not losing much support in the Senate. [17] In addition, at 33 BBY, Peel and his fellow advisers agreed that Nura Kungurama, a well-done Chiss found by the Jedi Masters Ring-Sol and
Duku, must be taken into the Order of the Jedi as the initiator. [21] At 32 BBY, Sith, long thought to be extinct, returned. Ki-Gon Jin was briefly conditioned by one of the dark Lords of the Sif on the planet Tatuin, but was able to escape. He told the Council of his meeting, although many of its members were skeptical; Nevertheless, Mace



Vindu agreed to investigate and learn the identity of Jinn's attacker. Jinn had another thing to discuss with the Council: he found a young guy named Anakin Skywalker, who was extremely strong in The Force and whom Jinn thought might be Elected. Skywalker was brought before the Council, although they deemed it too old and
potentially dangerous to learn. Vindu sent Jinn and his Padawan, Obi-Wan Kenobi, to Nabu in an attempt to lure the alleged Sif; the plan worked, and Kenobi was able to kill the Dark Lord like that, but Jin was killed. Peel and other Council members traveled to Nabu to attend Jinn's funeral. It was the beginning of a dark time for the high
council of the Jedi; one Sit was murdered, but they were unsure whether it was the Master or the disciple. Skywalker became Fallawan Obi-Wan Kenobi, although there were still doubts about the boy in the Council. [5] Mission to Malastart[edit] It is time for peace. Beast Fluke also tire. But he can't shed his cover-up. ―Zug and Even
Piell[src] Later that year, the conflict between Red Iaro and the government in Pyell's home world came close, and Myk'chur Finux Zug declared a patoval situation, asking that the peace process begin. Protectorate Gran proposed holding talks on neutral ground, the planet Malastart, and the judicial department of the republic asked that
the Jedi Council send delegates to act as arbitrators during meetings. Adi Gallia, still feeling she had a debt to pay off Pill, brought the case at a Council meeting defending Pyell's victim, although he washed away her comments. Because this was of great importance to many systems near Lannic, Supreme Chancellor Palpatine asked that
only council members travel to Malastarte. Pjell volunteered because the ways of his people—considered somewhat primitive and strange by a galactic society—were unknown to other Jedi, and he felt his presence on Malastatra was necessary. Masters Ki-Adi-Mundy, Plo Kuhn, Mace Vindu, Yadle and Adi Gallia also voluntarily attended
the talks. [14] While traveling in a consular-grade space cruiser, the Jedi team reached Malastare in a few days, and were greeted by Senators Gran Ainley Teem and Bascol Jezim, who began escorting them to their quarters. The Jedi were suspicious and on guard as they suspected Gran had his own secret reasons for negotiating their
adopted hometown. Along the way, Peell, Gaglia, and [22] He realized that the group was being followed and watched by a lannik they assumed was a member of the Red Iaro, and a Hooded Ffib priest,[22] a member of the theocratic religion established on the planet Lorans; [23] Intrigued, Piell and Gaglia doubled their backs and
intercepted the duo, asking why they were leaving for members of the Jedi Council. Lannick and the priest responded by shooting at Pilla and Gaul, though the Jedi masters were able to fend them off with ease, with the help of Ki-Adi-Mundy and his Padawan, A'Sharada Guetta, who had just arrived in the hallway. Piell's attackers fled and
the Jedi gave chase but eventually reached a dead end where two Gran guards claimed not to have seen the creatures not fleeing in the hallway. [22] Even Piell and several Jedi during a mission to Malastarte Teem and Jesrim ordered guards and sent them to look for the attackers before taking the Jedi to Governor Gujim Bethshun's
palace, where Teem assured them they would be safe. The Jedi felt great danger and deception on Malastare, though they put such thoughts to rest when the actual negotiations took place. [22] They were introduced to Vfshun and Senator Aqsa Moe, the faces who presided over the meeting; Lannick Prince R'cardo Soofley IX, son of a
prince whose life Piell saved a few years ago; and military adviser Sofly, old colleague Piella Khutar Zash. Sofli suspected a compatriot who served with what he considered religious ralamaffeins, and Peel introduced himself; When Soofley showed no signs of remembering either Piell or his victim, Gaul warned him, although Prince
Lannick observed that Piell had not saved his parents' lives, he may have become a prince before. [13] Representatives of Red Iaro, led by Myk'chur Finux Zug, eventually arrived, a few minutes late, and immediately freed the Jedi, deeming their presence unnecessary. Piell encountered Zug, but the Lannik revolutionary argued that times
had changed; Red Amaro, he said, was tired of fighting and wished to stop. Peel, however, knew Zug would return to his old ways soon. Negotiations began, although it was clear to the Jedi that they were not going anywhere; Zug's demands were not unwarranted, but Sofly refused to accept anything, and after an angry outburst from
Prince Vindu called the recess in negotiations. Gutar Zash and a few other Lannik bodyguards offered to give the Jedi a lift to their neighborhoods in the governor's palace, and, hoping to seize the opportunity to talk to Zash, Pill accepted. [13] On the way, Zash told Piell about the cases on Lannik; as Soofli ascended to power, the old
ways and traditions were dying, and the people were more and more dissatisfied with their new prince. Suddenly, Nash and his subordinates revealed that they had charges tied around their torsos---they hoped the sacrifice, executed in front of many cam droids recording podrak at simultaneous peace talks, would help bring the old ways
back to Lannic. Piell reacted extremely quickly, using his lightsaber to bisect the passenger air power of EasyRide, leaving himself, Gallia and Vinda on one side and two Lannik on the other. Zash and his companion detonated explosives, but the Jedi survived—but they bowed to the ground. [13] They managed to capture a passing
podrakker piloted by Sebulba, although the dug podracer tried to knock them down. [13] Eventually, Vinda, whom Pjell and Gaul held, lost his grip and fell, although another pilot piloted by Yadle was able to collect them. Assuming Zug and Zash were in league with each other, the Jedi believed that Zug, with his plan to kill the Jedi by
failure, would be desperate, and they concluded that he would try to kill Sofly. They arrived at Prince's cell as Zug and his minions prepared to feed Soofley a pair of acc dogs, unscientimen predators originally from Haruna Cal. Unwilling to kill the creatures, the Jedi subdued them, but Zug was able to take the opportunity to try to escape
with a jetpack through the ceiling window—however, he collided with a podraker and was killed. Ax Moe and his bodyguards arrived within minutes, removing the remaining revolutionaries before the Jedi could interrogate them; The senator announced the end of peace talks and asked the Jedi to return to Corussan. Sofly left without
showing any signs of gratitude to Piella, although the Jedi host didn't mind—he knew he had done his duty to the Republic. Piell and his fellow Jedi are back in Corussan, their mission a complete failure. [24] Separatist crisis and clone wars[edit] Agen Kolar: It would seem that he would have only one test left. Shaak Ti: Testing the spirit.
Even Piell: In front of the mirror. ―The High Council of Jedi is debating whether or not knight Anakin Skywalker [src] Piell fights in the Battle of Geonoz After a while, Piell took Padawan a learner of his own, a Corellan named Jax Pavan. [6] Pavan's father, Lorne, was once a laborer in the Temple, but was asked to leave after his son was
admitted to the ranks of the Jedi Order. [25] Piell served on the Jedi Council throughout the separatist crisis and watched more and more systems be classified and joined the Confederation of Independent Systems, led by Count Duku, a former Jedi. However, the CIS to date was not the only threat faced by the Order and the Republic. At
30 BBY, the rogue Dark Jedi- former Jedi Padawan Aurra Singh - killed two Jedi masters, J'Mikel and Perse, in Corussant, in the shadow of the Temple itself. Piell, in particular, was shocked by this when he was announced during the Board meeting, and there was a lot of effort to apprehend the singing, no one succeeded. [27] After the
Jedi singing attack, Piell and Rada attended a ceremony to make Jedi Nate Quinlan Vosa a Jedi mastermind and Padawan Ayla Sekura knighted,[28] although the Council lost masters Yadla and Yarael Puf, who both died defending the Republic from terrorists; they were replaced by Jedi Shaak Ty and Coleman Trebor respectively. Pyell
attended Puf's funeral on Coruscont along with the Jedi High Council and several Jordanian Jedi. [30] At 22 BBY, the issue between the Confederacy and the Republic reached boiling point. Obi-Wan Kenobi, along with Anakin Skywalker and Senator Padme Amindala, was captured by separatists on the planet Geonoz, and a Jedi team
led by Mace Vindu went to the Petranaki Arena on Geonoga to rescue them. [26] Pill was among 200 Jedi sent and fought in the Battle of Geonoz. [31] The fight against combat droids at the Petanaki Arena,[31] he was eventually separated from most Jedi in the arena. [32] Lannick was one of the few chosen Jedi to survive the battle,[33]
with the help of an army clone taken by Yoda to Geonosis. Clone wars began. [26] Even Piell in the Jedi Council during the Clone Wars, Piell became a Jedi general and participated in a multitude of battles during the three-year conflict,[6] often assigned vital missions to protect the vital territory of the Republic and information. [34] His
navy officer from the Navy of the Republic was Captain Wilhaff Tarkin,[35] who concealed some distrust of the Jedi. At the beginning of the war, Peel was present during an important meeting of the Jedi Council, at which the Masters discussed the war. The separatist's new supreme commander general Grieves recently killed several Jedi
during the Battle of Hypocrisy, and the Council was concerned about a decrease in the number of full Jedi in the Order. Newly minted Council member Obi-Wan Kenobi suggested making him a Fallan, Anakin Skywalker, knight, though many in the Council disagreed, deeming Skywalker too strong. Piell noted that Supreme Chancellor
Palpatine campaigned for Skywalker's promotion, though Master Vindu replied that politicians were not talking in Jedi matters. In the end, it was decided that Skywalker would be knighted, and Piell was present during the ceremony. [37] The Citadel prisoner[edit] Kenobi: Mr. Peel, are you all right? Peel: Obi-Wan, what took you guys so
long? Skywalker: At least your sense of humor is still intact. Peel: It takes more than they have to break me, young Skywalker. ―Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker release Even Piell from his field containment [src] Piell faces against the super battle droids who sat on his Star Destroyer. On the dangerous task in the territories of
Outer Rim, Pjell and Tarkin revealed the coordinates A hyperspace strip called the Nexus Route, which linked both the republic and separatist native worlds and therefore proved valuable to both sides of the war. However, when Piell and Tarkin returned from the Open Ogood aboard their flagship, the separatists - seeking to capture the
coordinates of the Nexus route from Piel - mounted an attack on his Star Destroyer with the intention of capturing him. While the Confederate fleet launched droid star fighters against Piella's cruiser, a combat droid squad boarded the vessel to capture Piell. To protect information about the Nexus route, Piell erased his ship's computers
and gave away half the information in memory while Tarkin memorized the other half - thus, in case Peel surrenders intelligence, it would be useless to confederation without half of Tarkin. Shortly before the battle, the droid landing made it to Piel's position on the Star Destroyer Bridge. Piell initially succeeded with the Help of the Force to
destroy the initial group B2 super battle of droids, but the advent of droidek made him surrender. [35] Pill was deprived of light, and he, Tarkin, and their crew were taken to the Citadel,[35] an authoritative separatist prison on the sulphurous, cracked planet of Lola Sayu. [38] Under the supervision of the brutal inmate Axis Sobek, the prison
was built to hold rogue Jedi and gained a reputation as a very impenetrabed temporary detention center. While Tarkin and several clones officers were installed in a detention cell, Piell was imprisoned in another cell where he was kept in a restraining field. Overseen by the A4 Series Doctor Laboratory Assistant, the BX series droid
commandos electrocuted Piell several times with an electrostaff in an attempt to force nexus route exploration out of it. Pill was unable to break down, however, even as the A4 series droid forced him to give information to end the torture. Just as the droid did to cut out Piell's remaining eyes, an elite team of Jedi and paratroopers clones -
infiltrating the Citadel under the command of Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi - broke into Piella's cell. Advanced Recon Commandos CT-27-5555 and CT-21-0408- nicknamed the Top Five and Echo, respectively, shot down droid attack commander Piell and another droid commando in the cell, while clone captain CT-7567,
nicknamed Rex, took care of the droid interrogator. Kenobi, Skywalker and The Last Fallan, Akhsoka Tano, then entered the chamber with the rest of the team. [35] After Kenobi and Skywalker freed him from their containment field and returned him a lightsaber, Peel told them of his exploits, sharing information about the Nexus route
between himself and Tarkin. So the team decided to release Tarkin and other officers from his cell. On the way to Tarkin Jedi's cell and the clones cut through the squad high droid commandos, although Sobeck, who knew about Piella's escape, had more for them. Sobek activated an ultrasound wave that impaired the group's hearing,
while a powerful magnet attracted Jedi flashlights and clones blasters to a raised crevass in the ceiling. Skywalker was even sucked to the ceiling with his cybernetic arm, which fell on the magnet attraction. As the sound frequency wintered, droid commandos arrived from both directions of the hallway to subdue themselves unarmed Jedi
and paratroopers. In response, Peele and Tano tried to forcefully push the droids away, while Kenobi struck out his telekinesis against others. As the droids magnetized their feet to the floor, the three Jedi resumed their efforts, giving Skywalker plenty of time to deactivate the magnet holding their flashlights. Skywalker and squad weapons
fell to the floor, and the group did a quick job of droids before going on to rescue Tarkin and naval officers. [35] Piell and others fight Sobek's defense in the Citadel. After droid commandos guarded Tarkin and the clones were destroyed, Peel walked into the cell and introduced others to Tarkin. While Kenobi and Tarkin discussed the best
way to escape from the Citadel—Kenobi preferred the split to continue sharing information about the Nexus Route, while Tarkin believed the force was laid in numbers—Piell decided to go with Kenobi and his squad to create sabotage for Tarkin, Skywalker, Tano and some other clones to escape. The group disintegrated, and Piell and
Kenobi led their men through the Citadel, planting heat detonators as they walked. When Kenobi activated the charges, they caused an intense explosion to take the Citadel, compromising one of its entire levels. Thanks to the distraction factor, Skywalker and his comrades were able to escape from the Citadel. Meanwhile, Kenobi, Pjell
and their team headed to the upper levels of the Citadel through the ventilation shaft. Kenobi contacted the Republic's kidnapped separatist shuttle, skywalker's astromeh droid pilot, R2-D2, and several reprogrammed combat droids. Kenobi asked for a pickup truck on the back landing platform of the Citadel, only to find out what Skywalker
had already given ahead for their departure. [40] As Piell, Kenobi and their husbands moved further up through the vents, they were spotted by a Confederate probe droid. Pill quickly pushed himself into the air, destroying the droid. However, security doors began to close all over the shaft, cutting one paratrooper's clone in half and
separating members of Piella's group from each other. Using their flashlights, Piell and Kenobi were able to cut their way through the security door. Coming from the shaft, Kenobi, Peel and clones used ascension cables to reach a lower level near the landing pad. Kenobi tried to lift Skywalker through but instead they heard Sobek, who
showed that he predicted their every move. According to him, several hidden turbids on the platform went online, while droid commandos, droidecas and droid crab LM-432 appeared, capturing Peel and others. They were subsequently taken to Sobek Command Center, where the inmate demanded that Peele disclose his half of the
information, threatening to start executing his men if he refused. Piell did not comply, saying that all of them, including clones, were ready to die to protect intelligence. Disputing Piella's claims, Sobeck killed one of them with a shot to the head. As he prepared to execute a second trooper, Sobeck was interrupted by his tactical T-Series
droid, K2-B4, who informed him that Skywalker's group had been discovered. Sobeck subsequently ordered his droids to take Piell, Kenobi and the clones to the interrogation center and torture them. [40] On their way to the prison block, the Hostages of the Republic and their combat droid escorts were intercepted by reprogrammed R2-
D2 droids, who assured Sobek's droids that they would accompany the inmates from now on. Now free, Peel and other rendezvs with the R2-D2 itself and proceeded to the landing pad and shuttle parked there. Upon reaching the landing pad, heavily guarded by droids, the Republic team proceeded to shatdown, still posing as prisoners
under a convoy of R2-D2 combat droids. The leader of the R2-D2 droid team, the OOM-10, tried to bluff his way past several droids guarding the shatdown, telling them he had taken the inmates to the dummy point of Tarron. The lies initially worked and allowed Piella and others to pass to the shuttle, but they were soon stopped when the
K2-B4 informed droid guards of the group's escape— using reprogrammed droids. Kenobi destroyed the nearest guard with his lightsaber, but heavy laser guns opened fire on the Republic team, forcing them to cover up, while more combat droids arrived on the landing pad. At that point, Skywalker's group arrived, joining the fight. Tarkin
offered a direct assault on the shuttle, planning to use its weapons to defeat the droids, but the Jedi were distracted by three droids approaching the one-tinged aerial platforms. [40] Piell rejects laser images from Skywalker's STAP. Jumping on Skywalker's shoulder and then into the air, Peel sent one STAP, while Skywalker took control
of another. A third droid followed Skywalker, and Piell pounced on Skywalker's accelerator, deflecting his opponent's shots and sending STAP. Meanwhile, droid commandos attempted to use one of the laser guns to destroy the Republic's shuttle, and the Echo trooper reported it to Skywalker. Skywalker and Peel launched an attack on
the droid commandos, but the latter knocked them down by STAP and two crashed out on Droid also managed to destroy the shuttle, and echo was killed trying to protect the vessel. With their only means of escape destroyed, Peele and others retreated from the landing pad. When they fled, Kenobi and Skywalker contacted the Jedi
Temple, asking them to pull out of the Jedi council stationed there, and master Plo Kuhn promised to send a fleet of cruisers to rescue them. After safely distanced themselves from the Citadel, Kenobi informed others that they would have to reach the rendezvous and hold on long enough to be pulled out. However, to get to the point of
rendezvous, they will have to drive through the almost unsympressed landscape of Lola Sayu. [40] Death and legacy[edit] I must get help! No, don't go. Listen to me carefully, baby. Information... I need you to deliver it back to Rada. I have to find Anakin or Obi-Wan. They need to hear it. No, you have to listen. But I wasn't assigned to the
team. I lied, just so I could be part of the mission. Whether you were on this mission or not, you are now the most important part of it. Remember this, and see that the information I'm going to give you isn't disclosed to anyone but the Jedi Council. ―Ahsoka Tano and dying Even Piell[src] When the group moved through the Lola Sayu
area, Kenobi decided to contact the Jedi Council to update the estimated arrival time of the Republic's forces. Using a holoproctor embedded in R2-D2, Piell and Skywalker contacted the Council, talking to Masters Mais Vindu and Yoda, who informed them that Kuhn's battle group was on its way to Lola Say. Yoda and Vindu also told them
of their point of rendezvous with republic gunships—a small island among the boiling lava lake—and reminded the escapees that they would have only a small window of opportunity for extraction. The group was soon attacked by several droid commandos, but Fives quickly threw a grenade at the stone base, steered it and sealed the way
for the droids. Despite the win, Kenobi was confident more droids were on the way. When Peel and others reached the rock, they were indeed attacked by more droids, including some droid crabs. While R2-D2 combat droids detained enemy forces, Jedi and clones used ascension cables to reach lower levels, carrying Pill and his officers
on their backs; The group suffered more casualties on the descent as a clone trooper and the clone officer he was carrying fell on their death when combat droids compromised their cable. After the surviving members of the group reached the ground, they fled into an underground tunnel to escape the fire of droids from the rock. [3] When
the team left the tunnel and escaped the DRoid STAP patrol, they heard a distant ornation. They realized they would soon face some dangerous in particular, the anoobas group that Sobeck released to track them. With the Anubs close behind, the Jedi realised they would have to fight the creatures as the creatures would alert combat
droids to their position. To surround the aniba and better fight them, Skywalker, Kenobi and R2-D2 continued to move on to serve as a distraction for the creatures to follow. Pyell, Tano, Tarkin and the rest of the team meanwhile waited in a nearby cave for anubs to pass, intending to attack the creatures from behind. After Skywalker and
Kenobi began fighting anobs and their accompanying STAPs patrol, Peel and his group moved on to attack the separatists from behind. However, they were quickly surrounded by a large number of crab droids. Piell reacted quickly, cutting his way through a crab droid that was about to kill a clone officer. Citing Tarkin and clones to catch
up with Skywalker and Kenobi, Peel stayed in a cave with Tano to handle droids, making quick work of most of them. While his focus was on destroying one of the last droids, however, Peele was attacked by one of the anubs who knocked him down and suppressed the fatal wound. [3] Pill dies in Tano's arms. Seeing this, Tano quickly
dealt with the anub and rushed to Piel's side. She did to get help, but Peele, knowing he was dying, instructed her to listen and memorize his half of the information about the Nexus Route. Tano hesitated to take on such a burden, explaining that she wasn't even supposed to be on a mission, but Peel assured her that it didn't matter an
longer—she was there, and now she would be the most important part of the mission. Instructing her to reveal the information only to the Jedi council, Peel told her everything he knew about the route and then walked on. Tano carried Pyell's body back to Skywalker and others who have defeated Sobeck's forces at the moment. The Jedi
draped Piel's body in cloth and took a brief moment to honor his victim by sent his body to Lola Sayu's bench. They quickly performed the ritual, knowing that Piell would like them to complete the mission. [3] The Republic team successfully reached the island, killed Sobek, and was pulled out by the arriving forces of the Republic. After
arriving at Coruscant, however, there was a disagreement between Tano and Tarkin; Fallawan Skywalker intended to deliver her piece of information to the Council, as she promised Pill, while Tarkin wanted to share his half directly with Supreme Chancellor Palpain. Then Yoda decided to meet with the chancellor and choose the best
course of action. Pill was badly missed by the Jedi Council, but his victim was remembered. [3] In 19 BBY, the Clon wars ended with the near extermination of the Jedi Order and the reform of the Galactic Republic into the Galactic Empire, with as emperor. [29] The Pill species entered a period of great hardship after the empire blocked
the flow of trade to their planet, and even decades after the empire was overtaked, they were still trying to rebuild their economies. Piell was remembered as one of Lannik's most famous, and his exploits in dealing with the Red Iaro were widely documented. [41] Personality and character traits[edit] [Nebula Front] Moves us like pieces on
a hologam board. Then we need to finish the game. ―Yoda and Even Piell[src] Master Even Piell, despite being smaller in stature, even Piell was larger than life. Gruff,[9] outspoken,[11] and battle-hardened, he was a great warrior who was noted for his willingness to fight,[9] as well as for his fearlessness, courage, and resilience. [42] He
became known as one of the senior members of the Jedi High Council[9] and the strongest members. [16] During the Red Iaro attack on Lannik's royalty, Peel seemed hopelessly outnubered by some, but he did not allow the chances to restrain him and emerged victorious. Despite the calls of many of his peers, he did not try to heal his
scars; Peele was proud of his achievements, and as for him, his scars represented honor, bravery and perseverance and reminded him of that day at Lannik High Court. Although he had a passion for wisdom[42] and was happy to be a scientist on the First Knowledge Council,[6] he did not allow such a position to stand in the way of
making quick decisions, whether on the Jedi Council or on the battlefield. He believed in diplomacy and negotiations, but also did not shy away from using force to settle confrontations. [42] Piell was extremely loyal to the Jedi, the republic, and his native world. While most Jedi never returned to their planet of origin after studying in the
ways of the Force, Peele was the exception and it was an honour to serve the Royal Lannick family, something he took very seriously. He cared deeply about the fate of his home world, and he is sad that some, such as Gran, seemed determined to use their untapped natural resources. Piell was known for his considerable wisdom, which
he acquired during his long Jedi life. [22] However, too many, especially those in his home world who did not understand the ways of the Jedi, he was simply an old man who was too attached to ancient traditions. [13] He was a traditionalist, teaching his disciples proven, proven methods; he did not endorse unorthodox teaching methods
supported by many of his peers, such as master Anya Kuro, claiming they were cruel and disturbing. [14] Piell was against oppression or slavery of any kind, and he voiced his dissatisfaction with the faces of the Malastars, that they had conquered the native arcs of the world and made them subordinate. Despite this, Pyell has been a
proponent of ignoring the sector's position regarding slave slaves at the time of the Eriado trade summit, and allowing them to join the Republic in exchange for their joint work in apprehending bounty hunter Arwen Kohl. [17] Peel quickly thought, and when his Star Destroyer was aboard the separatists, he deftly committed half of the
information about the Nexus Route to memory, having his captain, Wilhaff Tarkin, remember the other half. Piell sometimes disagreed with Tarkin,[35] who hid some doubts about the Jedi and their abilities,[36] and their relationship was at times a little strained. [3] When Tarkin asked what they would do if they didn't find the power of the
Republic at the point of rendezvous, Pjell rudely told him to just keep moving, leading Skywalker to advise Tarkin not to try to argue with the jedi's diminutive master. Unlike Tarkin, who was meant to have his half of the information reach the wiggle of Supreme Chancellor Palpatina, Peel intended to reveal his piece of intelligence to the
Jedi's only highest council. [3] During questioning in the Citadel, Pill refused to hand over his information about the Nexus Route to a simple droid interrogator. When confronted by Axis Sobek himself, who threatened to start killing his men if he refused to divulge information, Peel believed that all of them, including clones threatened, were
willing to die to protect information for the republic. [40] Although his seriousness made him well suited to the Council's important business,[43] Peel had a dry sense of humor developed from his long years spent on the battlefield; [42] He joked with Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi, even facing the daunting prospect of fleeing the
Citadel. [35] He also showed a certain amount of self-confidence, believing it would not be a problem for the Republic team to hold on to Lola Saye until Plo Koon arrived, and that they would easily defeat sobek's battle droids. [40] Even as he was dying, he was determined to complete the mission at all costs and found the strength to tell
Aahsomi Tano vital information before he died. Even though Tano wasn't even authorized to join the mission, Peel felt it had become the most important part of the operation because she was now the person who would ensure, in his place, that Nexus Route intelligence had reached the Jedi Council. Tano viewed Piell's victim as
honorable, and news of his actions struck the Jedi on Corusanta, with Mace Windu saying he would be missed. [3] Strength and abilities[edit] Too late, old! There's nothing you can do to stop us! Oh, no? ―Terrorist Lannick and even Piell[src] Even Pill beats with crab droids on Lola Say. A great warrior[9] who was no stranger to combat,
[16] Even Piell practiced all seven light forms with equal possession, although he had no preference for any of them He was a very talented fencing with his crimnic—later green—a lightsaber capable of easily rejecting blaster bolts,[13] which he demonstrated during his mission to Malastart[13] and escaping from the Citadel. [40] He even
came to be considered one of the strongest members of the Jedi Council. [16] Sound capabilities were increased among his natural abilities because his large ears were sensitive in thin atmospheres. [11] He stood up for a serious amount of torture and electricity, even remaining conscious throughout such attacks. Like all Jedi, however,
he was not infallible, and droideks were able to take him captive aboard his cruiser. [35] Piell was a Jedi guardian, meaning that he focused more on light combat as well as the use of force in combat than for other means. [8] He was also a qualified manipulator of the Force; He was able to use it to telekinetically push back combat droids
aboard his cruiser[35] and advance in the air, colliding with numerous combat droids on Lola Sayu. His skill of strength on Lola Say is well complemented by his agility in combat; He was quite nimble given his size and he used his agility combined with using a lightsaber. [40] Piell was also quite strong physically and was a qualified pilot.
[42] Backstage[edit] The character Even Piell was created for the film Star Wars: Episode I Phantom Menace, as one of the non-linguistic Jedi during scenes featuring the Jedi Council, though he made his debut in Terry Brooks's novelization episode I. In the film, he was portrayed by actress Michael Cottrell, who put on a heavy makeup.
[1] Piell figured again in Star Wars: Attack of the Clones of Episode II, albeit through footage with supplies taken while filming Phantom Menace, though he wasn't seen in the battle scenes under geonose. [26] The character did not appear in Star Wars: Episode III revenge Sif. The Even Piell Piell mask had several appearances in the
following material, mainly as a member of the Board of Jedi in the comics. He first appeared in emissary to the Malasart story arc of the comic series Star Wars: The Republic, which greatly expanded his backstorry and character. [13] He also appeared in many other Dark Horse Comics works, albeit as a minor character, usually without
dialogue,[27][28] as well as in James Luceno's cloak of Deception in 2001. [17] Sources such as Power of the Jedi Sourcebook[8] and the New Essential Guide to Characters found that while it was not seen in geonosic parts of the clones attack, Peel participated and survived the battle of geonose. [33] Piell briefly appeared in Chapter 21
of the Clone Wars, where he was voiced by Daran Norris. [37] Piell also appeared in two comic books featured in Star Wars, whose canonism is uncertain. Peel appears on The Jedi yadl fairy tale: One below; [46] The story has since referenced the official Star Wars fact file,[47] although Piella's part in the tale has not yet been referenced
by a canon source. As Oppo Rancisis, it later turned out that Padawan Yadla's Power Jedi Sourcebook, present at the Council when Yadle is induced to this body, it can be assumed that at least some of the radiators present in it are not canons. [46] Piell also briefly appears in The Lesson, which depicts his battles during the Battle of
Geonoz. Piel's role in the comic was canonized in Leland Chi's blog,[32] although the canonicality of the comic is generally uncertain. Fate during the debate[edit the source] We never fully explained who replaced Anakin when Palpatine appointed him to the Council, and so we just walked away with the assumption that it was Peel who
got the short shrimp. So when we went looking for a prominent Jedi to kill early in Corusant nights, even Peel fits the bill. It was only after the completion of the Corussant Nights trilogy that we learned that even Piel's death would be rewritten with this episode. [Leland Chee, in response to Piel's portrayal in Saving the Citadel at Piel's
funeral on Lola Sayu in Piel's Citadel Rescue, Piel's absence in Sita's revenge left his fate un ascertained,[45] and it was not known. whether he survived order 66 or not until author Michael Raves showed it in the introductory chapters of Roman 2008, Coruscant Nights I: Jedi Twilight. However, this was retrained a few years later in
February 2011 when Peel made his debut in the TV series Star Wars: Clone Wars. [48] Voiced by actor Blair Bes, Piell appeared in the arc of the third season's story, consisting of episodes of The Citadel[38] Counterattack[49] and Saving the Citadel. The final episode reversed the canonicality of the Twilight Jedi, depicting Pyell's death
on Lola Say, chronologically until his original death in a novel during Order 66. [50] According to Leland Chee, who clarified major changes in continuity, Peel was chosen to die in the Jedi at dusk because he was a prominent Jedi, although he did not actually appear in Episode III. [48] The following are the coruscant Nights I: Jedi Twilight
events, which can no longer be seen as canonical with a newer version of Piel's death in Citadel Rescue. Although the novel portrayed Corellan Jax Pavan as Padawan Piella,[6] Leland Chee initially stated that with the premiere of Citadel Rescue, Piell was no longer considered the Master of Pavan. [48] However, this was revised and
refined with the release of Star Wars: The Clone Wars Comic UK 6.18; [42] Chee stated that Piell is actually still considered the Master of Pavan at least one point in time. [7] Specific Parts of Corusant Nights I: Jedi Twilight I never repeat. Chi pointed out that lucasfilm Ltd. employees discussed the idea of amending future reprints of the
novel,[51] though they ultimately decided against it. [52] Coruscant Nights I: Jedi Twilight[edit] you must maintain your strength. I'll call the medic and they'll fix you right: Oh, don't be an idiot. Move me and I'll break up like a holly. I'--- we both know it. Someone has to take on my mission. Now pay attention... Nick Growing up and even
Piell[src] During Jax Pavan's workout, Peel taught Pavan that the Jedi did not need Power to exist; even without it, their ideals and dogma still made them Jedi. Pavan found this particular lesson difficult to comprehend, even years later. Pjell, who became almost like his Padawan's father, took Pavan on many assignments, including two in
coruscant's deepest level of malnutrition. Pavan was knighted two months before the war ended at 19 BBY; [6] By this point, Peel, now quite old,[33] was no longer a member of the Jedi High Council, and anakin Skywalker took his vacant seat. [45] Piell was present at the Jedi Temple when Order 66 was launched and Operation
Knightfall. Hordes of clone paratroopers, led by Anakin Skywalker, who became synth Lord Darth Vader, had just returned to the dark side—attacked the Temple, mercilessly killing Jedi, staff and young people while across the galaxy, cloned paratroopers and executed them. Pill fled the temple after finding his way into the queer
Corusconta and hiding there. He believed he was the only senior member of the Council to survive the slaughter,[6] although several other councillors did indeed survive. [29] In the days that followed, Palpatine issued the Declaration of the New Order, becoming a galactic emperor, and the rest of the Jedi hunted one by one by Darth
Vader and many other dark side substrates. Peele knew his days were numbered, and for the first time in his life he knew fear. [6] Peele survived for several weeks; while many of his fellow survivors stopped using the Force in an attempt to evade detection, he refused to sever his ties with the Order of the Jedi and continued to use the
Force. However, he avoided using it in public, although he generally lived in ghettos and slums in the Crimson Corridor, where he could avoid detection. Some time after the operation: Knightfall, Piell learned of a 4-TO-designated droid that held a significant amount of sensitive classified information about the empire. According to his
sources, Darth Vader tried to hunt down the droid, and Peele did his mission to find him, believing he would save many lives in doing so. [6] Even Peel, along with several of his fellow Jedi a few months after the great Jedi purge began, Peel was somehow located by the empire, and teams of Stormtroopers chased him Corusconta's
deepest slums. Sensing them with force, he tried to hide in what was once a spicy lig, but in doing so he allowed himself to be cornered. Peele tried to escape through a tube through which the elevator once drove, although he had to use the Force to push himself up. Stormtroopers entered the building just as he entered the tube, and
began firing on him; too late, Piell realized his tactics. They were shooting above and below where he was, melting the tube and merging the two sides together to create an impenetra-like mass, leaving Pielle trapped. Using his lightsaber, he was able to free himself from the tube, although he was still effectively trapped; Five troopers
blocked the only way out, and Peele knew his weeks on the run, with little food or rest, left him away from peak martial law. [6] Peel rejected all that emperors were shooting at him, but he was unable to escape. Knowing that these are risky tactics that stormtroopers could see earlier, he forcefully jumped over the paratroopers and toward
the exit, and his attempt was almost successful. However, one of the paratroopers detonated a flash grenade, leaving Pill temporarily blind, while troopers' helmets made them immune to the effects of the grenade. Peel was still able to use the Force to deflect blaster bolts and make his way to the door, but again, the clones were one step
ahead of him. One threw a shock-sensitive grenade toward him, while the other fired at him, detonating explosives less than a metre from Piell and injuring him heavily. Piell realized he had been intercepted before dismissing the horrifying scream. [6] Stormtroopers never got the chance to finish the Jedi masters, as a group of Whiplash
rebels ambushed them from the other side of the exit, wounding several of them and forcing the paratroopers to flee. Piell recognized one of the rebels, Nick Grow, a friend of the Jedi Order, and beckoned him to heed his final request. Despite Growth's comments, Lannik Jedi knew he would die within minutes; he told Grow about 4-TO
and his mission by asking him to find Jax Pavan—who Peel knew was still alive—and that he would complete the mission. Growing up agreed, and Pill died. [6] Growth informed Pavan, who had already experienced the death of his Master, about The Mission of Piella, and with the help of several others, Pavan located and tracked the
droid. After all, 4-TO was darth Vader's ruse; hoping to lure Pavan out of his own Heland considerations, he deliberately allowed Piella to learn about alleged droid mysteries that didn't really exist—knowing that he would appoint a Mission Pavan. Pavan discovered it, but he refused to forget what Master Piell taught him and continued to
live as a Jedi. [6] Neenon's storyline[edit] Piell and the change in his biography they created, Star Wars: The Clone Wars Comic UK 6.20 presented an alternative, Infinity, script to events from those episodes that would have unfolded if Skywalker and Kenobi had failed to save Piel from the Citadel because they encountered rogue
hyperspace shadows while en route to Lola Say. Shade sends his off-course transfer from Lola Sayu and deactivates R2-D2 and his droids. Without R2-D2 to free them from carbonite, in which they froze themselves to transmit sensors to the citadels lifeform, Kenobi, Skywalker, and their people stay dormant for nearly twenty years. At
the same time, Sobeck successfully extracts information about the Nexus Route from Pill and Tarkin. With the coordinates of the Nexus route now in their hands, the Confederacy launches a surprise attack on Corussant, forcing Palpatine to secretly lead the Confederacy as seven---s Lord Darth Sidi—to negotiate a surrender from Duca
that puts Palpatine on the throne as galactic emperor. Nearly twenty years later, Bale Organ, leader of the Alliance for the Restoration of the Republic, finds a drifting shatdown of the Republic and defrosting Kenobi, Skywalker and others who join the fight against the empire. [53] Appearances[edit]
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